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Collectors take note of future

n Mr Al Aradi 

n Mr Bradford

n A 1,000 French franc sent to Bahrain as part of the seminar. It was 
issued in 1954 and Mr Al Aradi told the GDN that big denominations like 

this are always sought after
n One of the banknotes sent to Bahrain as part of the seminar. It is 25 

Canadian cents issue of 1900 making it 121 years old

By Reem Al DAAysi

Digital currencies and smartphone payment 
apps may be growing in popularity but take note 
... Bahrain’s rare currencies market appears to be 
growing rapidly.

the number of collectors of good old-fashioned pa-
per money in Bahrain has dramatically increased over 
the past decade, according to US-based legacy Cur-
rency grading founder, president and chief executive 
Jason Bradford. 

the international currency-grading expert told the 
GDN that the global pandemic has had both a negative 
and a positive impact on the hobby.

“Many new collectors have been introduced to it be-
cause people have found themselves with more time at 
home,” he said. 

“During this time they have discovered alternative 
leisure activities and have turned 
to collecting and other similar 
pursuits which has dramatically 
impacted that marketplace.

“However, the lack of trade 
shows and exhibitions due to 
Covid-19 has decreased the 
amount of personal contact with 
other collectors and dealers.”

legacy Currency grading is 
the market leader in third-party 
collectible paper money grading 
and authentication having eval-
uated and graded more than one 
million notes since 2005. 

Details were revealed during 
an online seminar Mr Bradford 
conducted in collaboration with 
Bahrain-based arados auction 
House. 

Challenge
“the ability to trade and in-

teract in person with others in 
the field has challenged many 
dealers and advanced collectors 
to find new and different ways 
of buying and selling,” added  
Mr Bradford. 

“Once travel is less restricted 
and dealers and collectors can 
again return to enjoying sched-
uled fairs and 
exhibitions with 
other hobbyists 
i believe that we 
will see even more 
opportunities for 
introducing new 
collectors to the 
hobby.

“We will also 
have more oppor-
tunities for both 
beginning and ad-
vanced collectors 
to meet and share 
knowledge and 
experience with 
each other. 

“the continuation and de-
velopment of fairs and exhibi-
tions, in addition to other special 
events like the seminar, recently 
completed by my company in 
partnership with arados, will 
offer new learning opportunities 
and will help to further devel-
op and mature the hobby in the  
region.”

arados auction House found-
er and owner Mohammed al 
aradi told the GDN that the sem-
inar allowed for detailed guide-
lines and practices on grading 
banknotes to be shared. 

“During the seminar we dis-
cussed how to spot any problems 
with the banknotes and what to 
look out for,” he said. 

“Covid-19 has made us switch 
towards online events, such as 
holding monthly auctions and 
lectures rather than hosing our 
annual exhibition and auction at 
a shopping mall. 

“Before Covid-19 we focused 
more on paper money but now 

we have expanded our field of 
expertise to ancient coins and 
documents.”

He also told the GDN that en-
thusiasts were keen on attending 
seminars held by international 
associations, such as the ameri-
can Numismatic association, to 
expand their knowledge, con-
tacts and networks.

Numismat i c s 
is the study or 
collection of cur-
rency, including 
coins, tokens, pa-
per money and 
related objects. 
While numis-
matists are often 
characterised as 
students or col-
lectors of coins, 
the discipline 
also includes the 
broader study of 
money and other 
payments used to 
resolve debts and 

the exchange of goods.
Only last year, the GDN re-

ported how a rare BD5 note dat-
ing back to 1965 was sold for 
BD600 through a live auction 
held on instagram.

it was among 45 items sold 
during the interactive auction by 
arados auction House, which 
witnessed the participation of 
183 individuals.

Owen linzmayer, the author 
of The Banknote Book, a cat-
alogue for collectors of world 
notes, believes you need to de-
termine what makes someone a 
‘real’ or ‘serious’ collector ver-
sus a casual ‘schoolboy’ collec-
tor who puts away a few pretty 
notes when a relative returns 
from a foreign land.

“it’s hard to imagine that the 
number of ‘serious’ collectors 
worldwide exceeds tens of thou-
sands. the number of casual 
collectors, however, could be a 
whole lot more!” he said.
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